2018

Position Guides

Message from the Instructional Chair

Welcome to the 2018 high school football season. The goal of this document is to ensure that
FCFOA is utilizing common mechanics throughout the course of the upcoming season. Consistency
is critical in all we do as officials, and consistency of mechanics is the basis of our work. Excellent
mechanics places us in the right position with the very best view of the action. Conversely, poor
mechanics leaves us without a good window to view the action and will ultimately lead to errors in
judgment.
It is the expectation of the FCFOA that each member of a crew will thoroughly prepare themselves
for each game assignment. Officials are expected to review and study the contents of this manual
before the season begins, as well as selected sections of the manual each week of the season. As
much as we study rules throughout the season, we must also re-visit our mechanics each week as
well. For that reason, we’ve created this “mechanics” outline to carry with you to each game and
meeting.
Each crewmember needs to know their responsibilities in addition to how those responsibilities relate
to the responsibilities of the other crewmembers. It is the expectation of the FCFOA that you use
these mechanics to prepare for each snap. Proper mechanics guide our vision to the proper player
responsibilities and purposeful body movements that provide us the very best view of the action in
our area of responsibility. Lastly, these mechanics will train us to use the proper dead ball officiating
sequence so players properly end all action and administrative duties are carried out perfectly
(down, distance, clock/time, penalty, measurement, timeout, quarter change, etc.)
Good luck this season, and thank you for your time and efforts to make FCFOA the best unit in
Southern California.

Scott Root
Instructional Chair

JUDGMENT
PHILOSOPHY
RULES KNOWLEDGE
MECHANICS - THE FOUNDATION

GOALS AND PREPAREDNESS
Our responsibilities as a football officials in FCFOA do not start when we walk onto the
field, they start when we decide we are going to put on the stripes for the first time.
Before we start to think of "how good of a game will this be," we need to consider how
prepared are we. How can I give the players, coaches and fans the best that I can every
game...every down.
Our responsibility to manage aspects of fair play and ensure the integrity of this game of
football is best accomplished when we, as officials are ready and when we, as officials,
our focused and prepared.
The goals that we set for ourselves help drive us to improve. When the game grows
more intense and the competition heats up, how well we have prepared ourselves will
be evident to those that see us. The best officials are the ones that remain consistent in
the calls they make and in their demeanor on the field and who can focus their
involvement and control of the game.

GOALS
The following can help you as you develop your personal goals. Write your personal
goals down and refer to them throughout the year, modifying or adding as needed.
Character Goals
First off, you’ve got to be a good person!
• Balance your life – faith family work and football – compartmentalize and be
present in each phase of your life.
• Be responsible – Work hard to prepare yourself for the season and for each
week’s games.
• Believe that every game is a “Super Bowl” for those two teams.
• Value your opportunity to excel, but let your work flow naturally.
• Always present a positive attitude.
• Constantly demonstrate your character to others.
Relationship Goals
Trust starts when you leave your ego at the door. Candor and friction are good for the
team if the intentions of the individual are good.
• Be present for others – don’t be distracted.
• Leave your ego at the door – No excuses.
• Contribute to the crew as an equal member – don’t big time your crewmates.
• Feedback must be used to get better
• Appreciate your crewmates: there is no better feeling than to be around football
officials.
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Presence Goals
The goal is to be viewed as an athlete who has played the game. We want coaches,
players and fans to trust us and our control of the game. What can we do to improve our
presence?
• Find those that are rated #1 and study them, in great detail.
• You are your “brand”; does your brand resonate with coaches and the crowd?
• Do you demonstrate a passion for the game?
• How will I handle an angry coach?
• Can the coach trust you enough with the game?
Mechanics Goals
It is critical that each member of the crew master the mechanics of their position. Our
pre-season meeting is well organized and all of the crew is actively involved.
• The crew’s mechanics are well integrated and practiced.
• The crew has identified situations where we must increase our energy to keep
the tempo of the game high.
• I have mastered a thorough dead ball and pre-snap routine?
• Our video review focuses on our mechanics as well as our judgments.
Rules Goals
It is the expectations of coaches, players and fans that the officials know all of the rules
– no excuses!
• My pre-season rules study is strong and I participate with study groups.
• I work on a portion of the rules each week.
• I study all rules study guide questions provided by our association.
• The crew is clear on how to accurately report fouls to the referee.
• The crew works to enforce penalties quickly and accurately.
• Every member of the crew is actively involved in the penalty enforcement.
Philosophy Goals
It is critical that we’ve internalized the association’s philosophy statements, which will
help us properly apply the rules of football to the level of play that we are officiating.
• Make it Big! Fouls should be obvious to the skilled observer causing a reaction
that might best be characterized by – “Oh my God, what just happened!”
• It is impossible to build a successful officiating career by calling fouls that result
in debates over whether they are quality calls or not.
• I pass on fouls where I did not see the entire action.
• If I am correct in all of my line-of-scrimmage and game administration fouls, plus
correct in penalizing all safety and major unsportsmanlike fouls and then correct
in the few fouls where there was a material restriction which created
advantage/disadvantage, then I had an outstanding game!
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Judgment Goals
Do no harm! It is better to miss a call than to invent one. Go slow, slower, and slower
again. Then, when you are moving and thinking slowly and clearly...slow down some
more!
• See the entire action and then pause to consider advantage/disadvantage and
material restriction 13
• Do No Harm! Refuse to insert yourself into the game unless it is demanded.
• I review the action in my mind (pause and take a breath) and accurately report all
of the necessary information in the manner requested by the referee
• Each major call is honestly reviewed in Hudl. The action captured on video is
compared to your foul report of the action from the game. Leave your ego at the
door!

ELEVEN TENETS OF PREPAREDNESS
Each game situation and play will make us increase our energy, focus and activity. We
need to present ourselves as a professional that is in total control at all times. These
Eleven Tenets will help you achieve that.
1. Knowledge of the Rules
• Rule mastery will be perfected over time and must be supplemented by the ability
to learn and interpret rules and editorial changes correctly. These abilities are
acquired through devotion of time and study.
2. Physical Condition
• Football officiating is a difficult and exhausting endeavor, which requires 100
percent efficiency of mind and body. An annual physical examination should be a
personal requisite to ensure your health, thus allowing you to assess your ability
to officiate.
3. Mental Reactions
• Decisions must be instantaneous, and rulings made without delay. To ensure
improved instinctive reaction during play situations, continue to review the
different game situations and play scenarios, which may occur.
4. Duties and Responsibilities
• Each official must have a thorough knowledge of the duties of his own position as
well as a general working knowledge of the duties of each of the other officials.
They must be prepared to assume any one of the other positions whenever
circumstances require rearrangement of assignments.
5. An Official Must
• Know the down and yardage prior to each snap.
• Be ready to assist any official that is temporarily out of position or had an
obstructed view of a play.
• Observe erroneous procedures or ruling by other officials and attempt to prevent
and correct in an expeditious and diplomatic manner, whenever possible and
under no circumstances should an argument develop on the field between
officials.
• Know the correct signals and their proper use.
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Secure a new ball when appropriate, after all action has ceased, and to handle
and pass the ball properly.
Be alert to action away from the ball when play has left their immediate area.
Call time-out for any player who is obviously injured or disabled. Never rush the
treatment of an injured player. Recognition of injured players is the concern of
all game officials. The Game Clock can be started if a time-out is not necessary.

6. Signals
• All signals should be given promptly, distinctly and conspicuously, as they are the
non- verbal communication tools we use to inform
7. Enforcement
• All rules should be strictly and fairly enforced. There shall be no deviation from
the NFHS Football Rules.
8. Hustle
• Keep the game moving smoothly from start to finish. Do not permit haste to
interfere with duties or correct determinations.
9. Boxing In:
• Smart officiating requires keeping the players “boxed in” and avoidance of
officials being “boxed in.” “Outside looking in” is essential for sideline and end
line coverage. The ultimate goal is to have each play viewed from more than one
direction.
10. Off-Ball Officiating
• Officials should not be ball watchers. The official nearest the action should take
the primary responsibility for the ball but should also be alert to action around the
ball. The official that is the farthest away should take the widest “Big Picture”
view of the action, looking for unsportsmanlike acts and threats to player safety.
The officials in between should work in “rings.” The closer you are to the ball, the
smaller your “ring” is.
11. Cooperation
• Teamwork is essential amongst a crew of officials. If a ruling is puzzling, relay
explanation to press box. Never issue direct or indirect newspaper interviews,
statements or stories concerning games in which you are an official. Continuous
verbal and non-verbal communication between all officials during the game is
essential for effective game administration. Officials should NEVER post
anything on Social Media regarding games, teams, coaches, players or
other Officials.
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2018 REFEREE POSITION GUIDE
Week/Day Of The Game
1. Notify the crew at least two days prior to game and have them respond that they are
actually going to work the game. Notify the assigner if there is any discrepancy.
2. Assign tasks to crewmembers if you want them to take a section of the Pre-Game.
3. Tell them you expect them in the locker room at least 90 minutes before KO.
4. For any playoff game notify the AD at the host school that you have been assigned
and give the AD the info about your crew. Get details on dressing facilities, time of
KO and any other needed info.
Pre-Game Conference/Duties
1. Arrive more than 90 minutes prior to KO. Set the example for the crew!
2. Be a leader but not a tyrant
3. Have both a long and short sleeve shirt if there is any doubt about the weather.
Bring an extra shirt in case a crewmember forgets his.
4. Don’t waste time discussing which shirt to wear. When in doubt you make the
decision.
5. Start the pregame 60 minutes prior to kickoff and involve all the crew by asking
questions.
6. Check to see if anyone has any rule or mechanic questions.
7. Afternoon games are hard to pregame but do your best.
• Items To Cover
These are basic items to discuss but you are urged to create your own very thorough
Pre-Game Conference Outline
a) Kick off
b) Running play coordination with BJ
c) Forward AND backward passes
d) Scrimmage kicks—both Punts and FGs. Who covers forward progress on
returns?
e) Motion, goal line plays, sideline plays involving goal line and end line, out of
bounds spot and clean up by other officials.
f) Have the Umpire and Flanks coordinate forward progress spots.
g) Winding clock near sideline especially if line to gain has been made near the
sideline
h) Discuss procedure for administering penalties. Who has basic spot? Who walks
with Umpire to check? Who has next down and clock status? Help each other!
Communicate with coach.
i) Emphasize to LOS officials to have a serious discussion with ball boys on their
duties. Have LOS officials report to you on their assessment of the abilities of the
ball boys to keep up with the game.
j) Emphasize to LOS officials that if they do not see the teams exiting their locker
room six minutes prior to kickoff, go to corner of field where they will enter so, if
necessary they can get the teams out in time to insure a timely kickoff.
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1.
2.

3.
4.

Review Signals For
a) Double stakes
b) OB especially if line to gain is made
c) Winding clock if inbounds but close to sideline
d) Lining up deep official if kick is OB
e) Unbalanced line
f) Player closest to you is off the line,

On Field Pre-Game Duties
Enter playing field 30 minutes prior to scheduled KO. Unless highly unusual
circumstances occur the game is now your responsibility.
First go to the head coach along with the Umpire to discuss equipment, unusual
plays (if the coach wants to discuss), any field problem, who is identified as the get
back coach etc. Get the captain’s numbers and if you wish, ask the coach what he
wants to do if his team wins toss. Tell both coaches that on major penalties he
should make his choice known to you or the flank official on his side.
If the Flank wants to join you at the beginning of the pregame conference with the
coach to introduce himself that is fine. But you and the Umpire conduct the official
business.
Make sure the BJ has communicated with clock operator. Identify any concerns and
how will we communicate with clock operator during the game?
Coin Toss Procedures

1. You and the Umpire are in the middle of the field. You face the clock. The LJ and
BJ bring captains to top of numbers and send them on out.
2. Have the Captains with their backs to their own team sideline.
3. Keep your remarks VERY brief. Tell them you expect good sportsmanship. Get on
with it! They won’t remember anything you say anyway.
4. Ask the visiting team captain his choice of heads or tails. Confirm that with the other
captain and the Umpire before you toss the coin.
5. Point to the winner and give him the option to defer. If that is their choice point to him
and give the incomplete pass signal to the press box.
6. Then ask the opposite captain if they want to receive. Make him say something
different unless the weather conditions are such that he could possibly decide to
defend a goal. We really don’t want him to say he will “kick.”
7. Have the captains put their backs to the goal they will be defending and visually
indicate which team will receive.
8. Bring crew together and confirm and write down the results of the coin toss.
9. There is no captain’s conference prior to the beginning of the second half.
Overtime Procedures
1. For Overtime we repeat the process after consulting with the coaches. The winner
of the toss has the choice of offense or defense or picking the end of the field on
which to play. If there is a second or more overtimes the choice is alternated. There
is never another coin toss.
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1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

FREE KICKS
Your position is on the side opposite the press box. You are to begin halfway
between the hash marks and the top of the numbers. Your primary responsibility is
to know if the kick breaks the plane of the goal line. Your next responsibility is the
pylon on your goal line/sideline. When in doubt the kick is a touchback. If the kick is
OB it is a foul and you should throw your flag to the spot it went OB.
Once you have counted the players on the receiving team and verified that with the
Umpire, look to the BJ for his indication that all is ready up near the kickoff line. If
his hand is in the air make the ball ready for play with a long blast on your whistle.
Make sure that at the kick you are looking to see if there are at least 4 players on
either side of the kicker at the time of the kick. If not, it’s a dead ball foul.
The goal line is yours from your sideline to the hash marks on the other side of the
field. The umpire has the other 1/3 of the goal line and his pylon.
If the kick is into your area of responsibility you have the runner from the goal line up
to about the 25-30 yard line including sideline responsibility. Then the HL takes the
runner and you switch to observing the action around the area.
On kicks away from you your responsibility is to have an inside to outside look and
to observe action around the ball carrier.
No need to rush to dead ball spot unless you have the ball carrier OB. It is better to
observe all the action until things settle down.

•

•

SCRIMMAGE PLAY
5 Person Crew
a) Make ball ready for play from at least 5 yards behind the LOS. Don’t get
caught in the middle of a quick play.
b) Line up 12-14 yards behind LOS ON THE RIGHT SIDE of the QB. We no
longer stay on the passing hand of the QB!
c) Normal start position is behind where a tight end would be. But if the down,
distance and position of the ball on the field indicates you might be better able
to cover the play from another position then move there. Example: If the ball
is on the short side hash mark you might want to cheat in a little and line up
behind the tackle. Get into a position where you can best cover the play!
There are only 5 of us so do your part.
3 Person Crew
a) You are in the offensive backfield opposite the HL. You are not responsible
for the sideline opposite the HL. That is the responsibility of the LJ.

Keys Regardless of Crew Size:
1. Count the offense and for the correct number of players.
2. Have a good view of the center and the ball at the snap. Be deep enough in
offensive backfield that you can see the running backs. Observe them for a possible
false start.
3. Your key is the QB. Go wherever he goes. Keep an eye on him after he passes and
don’t peek downfield. Always know where QB is. If there is an interception focus on
QB. Don’t let the opponent get an illegal shot at him in the commotion.
4. When pass is thrown yell that “the ball is gone’. This alerts the defense to stay off
the QB. If they hit him after you have called out you know that the hit was probably
late.
2018 Referee Position Guide
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5. Coordinate with Flanks and BJ as to who has OB coverage on a run into the
sideline. If there is little or no gain, get over there and help. If there is a gain of 4 or
more yards let the BJ come in hard and you stay back and observe action around
the area. If QB goes in to the side zone, you go with him all the way until he crosses
the LOS. If the flank has gone downfield to cover, you stay with QB throughout the
whole play.
6. On scrimmage kicks hold your position and observe all action behind LOS until
everyone clears. If all the other officials have turned and gone downfield to cover
action, you are the only one left to handle action behind the play.
7. Take forward progress from nearest flank official.
8. On all plays except a return of a fumble, pass interception, or scrimmage kick make
sure you trail the play. Don’t try to get downfield too quick. Observe action from a
wide angle.
Use of Whistle
1. It is suggested that you drop the whistle from your mouth as soon as the snap is
good.
2. Be sure you see the ball before you put whistle back in your mouth and blow. SLOW
is good here.
3. Blow the whistle when you make the ball ready for play.
4. Before you make ball ready for play be sure you give your Umpire time to get into
his position.
5. Coordinate with BJ that it is your whistle on a kick PAT and his whistle on a FG try.
Scrimmage Kick
1. Coordinate with BJ and Flanks how you will indicate next spot on a punt that goes
OB. Use arm above head until they reach correct spot and then chop down
indicating that is where it went OB. Try to line them up on a yard line.
2. If a kicker fakes getting roughed tell him to get up while using a hand motion, which
indicates there was no roughing.
3. During a kick try for a PAT or a FG concentrate fully on action near holder and
kicker. You are responsible for any roughing. When all is clear check with officials
under the posts for a good or no good signal. If you wish, mirror that signal while
continuing to face the LOS but it is not necessary. Don’t turn to press box.
Blocked Punt Mechanic
1. The Flank Official facing you mirrors your action on a blocked punt.
2. If you need to retreat that official also retreats behind the LOS. This Flank then has
any forward progress if the punter retrieves the ball and scrambles.
3. The Opposite Flank will leave and head downfield to assist the BJ with punt
coverage as soon as he sees a good snap controlled by the punter.
4. You have the responsibility for the goal line should it become involved following the
blocked punt.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Passing Play
Know down and distance and anticipate a passing play.
Coordinate with Flanks on a pass thrown quickly toward sideline. Was it forward or
backward? How do you handle the backward pass that hits the ground?
The passer is your responsibility throughput the play. DO NOT PEEK DOWNFIELD
after ball is thrown.
If passer is hit and has control of ball as his arm is going forward and it hits the
ground, it is an incomplete pass. When in doubt let play continue and ask for help
from flanks. This should be very, very rare! Make a decision!

Field Goal and TRY
1. Line up facing the front of the holder. STAY WIDE! Observe the snap to make sure
holder secures it. If the snap is loose, retreat quickly to the sideline keeping your
eyes toward the action. If possible get to the pylon, but coordinate that with the
Flank who started under the crossbar and should be scrambling to the sideline.
2. On a clean snap you are responsible for roughing of the kicker AND the holder.
Remember: on a FG try any roughing of snapper; holder or kicker is an automatic
first down or the result of the play.
3. On a good PAT repeat the signal given by the officials under the crossbar. But first
keep focused on the action around the holder and kicker. If there is a skirmish your
primary responsibility is to get to the area of the action and get it stopped or identify
the player responsible and penalize that action.
4. On a PAT it is your whistle; on a FG it is the BJ whistle.
5. On a 3-person game your position is the same but you have the option of ruling on
the success or failure the kick. Pregame that with the LJ.
Measurement Procedures
1. Make sure you cover this in pregame. Have the HL let you know where he puts the
clip. Back side of line? When it comes onto the field make sure it is placed properly.
2. Take a good quick look at the stake and make your decision. Once that decision is
made have the Umpire take the front stake away quickly to eliminate secondguessing from teams.
3. If a Flank pinches but is blocked by players from getting to ball take the ball to him
and have him place it on the spot. DO NOT THROW IT TO HIM and risk it hitting the
ground. Have him place it and not you or Umpire.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Making The Ball Ready For Play
Make sure the Umpire has ball on the ground and can get out of harm’s way should
there be a quick snap.
If the previous play resulted in a first down check with HL to make sure the stakes
are set and he is ready.
Look at the BJ for clock status if clock was stopped.
Be consistent in making the ball ready for play.
A count of 3 seconds or sooner once ball is on ground and Umpire has protected
himself is what we strive for. Coaches want consistency.
The pace and score of the game may dictate a little different pace.
Be in position when you make ball ready for play and then count the offense. The
Umpire is supposed to also count but it is your responsibility. What signal do you
use if there are fewer than 11? More than 11?
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Penalty Enforcement and Options
On obvious choices such as false starts or encroachment give only one signal to
press box as Umpire walks off the penalty.
On all other penalties, have the calling official report to you and then repeat what
you heard. If possible have Umpire in on that conversation.
If necessary, get acceptance or declination from offended team’s coach on any
questionable enforcement. Then tell Umpire the yardage penalty and point to the
spot from where it should be enforced.
Take your time! The clock is stopped. No need to rush.
Make sure you communicate with Umpire and BJ when the game clock is inside 2
minutes of either half. If there is a foul and the clock would start on the ready,
the offended team coach has a right to say if he wants the clock to remain
stopped. Get that answer from flank official.
Make sure you empower your crew to question your enforcement. We do not want
questions in the locker room about enforcement after either half is over.
Give the wave off signal with your flag if we decide there was no foul after one of
the crew threw a flag.
Rehearse your signals in a mirror before every game.

Goal Line Procedures
1. The only time you give a TD signal is when the press box cannot see an area of the
field where the score occurs. You do not need to echo the signal of the BJ or Flank.
If you do give the TD signal, face the players and don’t turn to the press box. You
have clean up responsibilities.
2. In a 3 Person Crew the LJ stays on the LOS for a snap that begins on the 5-yard
line or closer.
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Time Out Procedures
All officials are to record the quarter and the time of the time out. It is also your
responsibility to know who called the T.O. Quite often it is the coach and that needs
to be recorded. When a team has one T.O. left in the half the Flank must inform the
coach and captain.
When there are no time outs you should alert the coach and captain.
If you need to communicate with the crew during the T.O. do it as soon as possible
and then have everyone go to their assigned position. The Umpire has ball, BJ
times the time out, and Flanks have responsibility for the team on their sideline.
Have the BJ notify you at 45 seconds. Toot the whistle and bring the teams back on
the field at that time. When you have reached the full 60 second mark, make the ball
ready for play. Don’t do anything foolish if the teams are a few seconds late
returning to the field. Give everyone a chance to be ready.
Always announce the down when the teams return to the field.
If it is an official’s T.O. keep the teams on the field. Tell the team captains when you
are about ready to wind the clock. Make sure they are ready to go.
•

Coaches calling time out
a) In the pregame conference with the coaches make sure they know they can
run down the sideline as far as needed to get the attention of a game official
to call a T.O.
b) Any official, especially the opposite flank, can recognize this request.
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Communication
1. YOU are the primary communicator to the press box and the crowd. They need to
know what is going on. This should be done with clear signals.
2. When giving a penalty signal step away from the players and other officials and be in
the clear when you give your signal. Do it with precision and slowly. Focus your eyes
midway up in the stands. No need to look up to press box. The TV camera or video
person will find you in your white hat if you move slowly and give them a chance.
3. After you are certain there is nothing going to happen at the end of a quarter (such
as a late flag) hold the ball above your head to signal the quarter is over.
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2018 UMPIRE POSITION GUIDE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pre-Game Conference/Duties
Have a complete approved uniform. Bring both short and long sleeve shirt.
A black towel is optional, but recommended.
Conduct pre-game conference if Referee is detained.
Discuss with the referee aspects of penalty enforcement.
Discuss spotting the ball with Referee and what his intentions will be.
Make sure to participate in the pregame and interact with all crew members.

On Field Pregame Duties
1. Accompany referee to visit coaches. Ensure that each coach appropriately replies
when asked if all players are properly and legally equipped. Rule on any equipment
issues. Check for Doctor's notes for players wearing casts or unusual wrappings.
2. Record any information from coach, including special plays, choices should he win
toss, etc.
3. After meeting with coaches, observe each team as they run plays. Check on
formations, offensive lineman numbers, work on keys and begin to warm-up.
Coin Toss Procedures
1. Meet with R in the middle of field. Make sure you record the results of the toss.
Ensure the accuracy of the coin toss conference and act if needed.
2. After the toss, all officials will meet in the middle of the field, record results, then jog
to their specific kickoff positions.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

FREE KICKS
Your initial position will be at the 10 yard line on the press box side of the field.
Ensure that the sideline and coach’s area is clear.
Once you have counted the receivers, signal to the R that you are ready by
extending your hand over your head.
You will want to adjust your positioning depending on the length of the kick. Keep in
mind that the goal line and pylon are your first priority.
Be prepared to rule on kicks at the sideline and goal line. Know when it’s OB in the
field of play or a touchback. When in doubt it’s a touchback.
The goal line is yours from your sideline to your inbounds line, which is 1/3 of the
goal line. The R has other 2/3 of the goal line.
If the ball breaks the plane of the goal line, it is dead. Sound your whistle and stop
the play.
When the kick is away from you, the far 2/3 of the field, adjust your positioning to
place yourself behind the play at an angle with the inside-out look.
Kicks into your 1/3 of the field, which is your sideline to your inbounds line, you have
the ball carrier and the action around him. Stay on your sideline with the outside-in
look, to around the 20-yard line where the LJ will pick it up.
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9. Watch for Pooch Kicks and Fair Catch signals in your area. Do not be surprised and
be prepared to officiate.
10. When the ball becomes dead, make sure the players have cleared the area
BEFORE looking for a ball.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

On Side Kicks
At the direction of the Referee, you will “jump” the LJ and move to K's free kick line.
Absolutely no encroachment may be allowed by the kickers. This is a foul that
requires you to immediately blow the whistle and STOP the play.
You have secondary responsibility for knowing if the ball is kicked into the air or
directly into the ground.
When the ball comes towards you, look for touching, legal and illegal, by either
team.
Kicks to the opposite side of the field, move toward the play, watch for illegal blocks
and clean-up. Get off the sideline.
Watch for illegal acts by either team, players out of bounds touching a loose ball, late
or unnecessary action, safety fouls, etc.
SCRIMMAGE PLAY

Pre-Snap Routine:
1. Take progress from wing official. Spot ball facing the R.
2. Aim to start most plays and all new series with the nose of the ball on a yard line.
3. Check for equipment that becomes illegal thru play. Any equipment issues can lead
to a player being sent off the field.
4. Be aware of lateral position of ball (left hash mark, left goal post, center of field, etc.)
5. Use a down indicator or rubber band to remind yourself, every play.
6. Count the offense. You will signal the R, fist extended at chest height, towards
offense, only when sure.
7. Identify linemen for the offense. All plays require 5 players #50-79, on the line,
unless numbering exceptions are in effect.
8. If numbering exceptions are being used, signal to crew by brushing downwards
along the chest with both hands. Verify the offense lines up in a kicking
formation.
9. Be aware of your R and the ready-for-play signal (hacking the ball in), if an issue
prevents the R from signaling the ready-for-play, move towards, or over, the ball
quickly, and make it clear to the snapper that the ball will not be snapped until the
ready-for-play and your command.
10. Key on the center and both guards and rule on illegal movement by center and both
guards prior to the snap.
11. Be certain that the defensive team does not use words or signals to disconcert the
offense.
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Basic Positioning:
1. You must have full sight of the football at all times and must adjust your positioning
as to have the best possible view of the snap.
2. The starting position is in the defensive backfield, 6-8 yards from the ball – you
should be opposite R.
3. Be in a position to see the snap as clearly as possible, generally without being wider
than outside shoulder of either guard.
Running Play
Up the Middle – Between the Tackles:
1. Start with focus on keys.
2. As play develops observe legality of all blocks at point-of-attack (POA)
3. Feel for the “safe zone”
4. The middle of the field is your responsibility. Only whistle if you are sure the runner is
down and in complete control of ball.
Stretch Plays:
1. Start with focus on keys.
2. Focus on “back-side” blocks, then progress towards the POA.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Passing Play
Always key guards and center. In passing situations, be aware of a screen pass or
draw play.
Any player on the offense line who is numbered 50 to 79 is ineligible, regardless
of position. Know all ineligible players on a scrimmage kick formation.
Move up to the line on a pass play, and turn on a pass beyond the line to assist on
trap passes. On long pass plays stay with lineman to observe any unnecessary
action.
Observe the legality of all line play, with attention on keys.
Slowly move towards the line when possible, illegal forward pass, QB beyond lineof-scrimmage, is your call if the Flanks have released. Make sure the QB is
CLEARLY BEYOND the line PRIOR to the release.
Pivot and turn on passes. Help out when possible on catch/no catch, possibly help
on targeting defenseless receiver.
Be aware of touching in or behind neutral zone and give tip signal when touched in
or behind neutral zone.
Look for holding, illegal use of hands – keep line play legal, BE VOCAL, let them
know you are there.
Know what “keys” are and how they will help direct your attention to what possible
play action may be.
Example: Pulling guards normally lead you to the direction of a run or trap blocking,
“off side” linemen going down field – a running play, recognize pass protection
blocking.
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10. Observe the center adjustment of the ball and check for illegal snaps or movement
of the ball.
11. Check out player complaints thoroughly and for several plays.
12. Observe offensive linemen that are restricted when their hands are on the ground for
false starts. If a lineman on punts has their elbows on their knees, they may legally
move. They are not restricted. Watch for this on punts and shot gun formations.
Following And Helping As The Play Develops:
1. Be prepared to shift your eyes from original line play to action around runner on
sweeps and QB pitch outs.
2. Be alert for illegal crack back blocks and clips.
3. Observe the fringe area behind and in front of runner.
4. Know where the line of scrimmage is if option pass occurs. If down box is behind
you on the opposite side, turn around and locate where it is.
5. Spot the ball on most all plays during the game.
6. If you move into a side zone become the relay for the R to spot the ball.
7. Make sure the Flanks don’t move until you get their forward progress.
Retrieving The Ball – Your Job As Relay Man
1. Either you or the R will always spot the ball. Key off the R.
2. IN A ‘HURRY UP’ OFFENSE, WHEN THE BALL BECOMES DEAD IN THE SIDE
ZONE, TAKE THE PROGRESS FROM THE CROSS FIELD OFFICIAL SO YOU
DON’T HAVE TO TURN AROUND TO SPOT THE BALL.
3. You are solely responsible in a hurry up offense for spotting the ball.
4. In getting the ball from the Flank officials, it is not always best to get the ball in a
straight line, step into either team’s backfield so you can be seen.
5. If the R goes into the side zone you should be at the hash mark to receive the ball, if
he stays at the hash you should be in side zone.
6. Acknowledge all Flank signals to start or not start the clock to the R. Keep the R
informed.
Measurement Procedures
1. You are responsible for front stake. Make sure the rest of their crew has done their
job regarding measurement procedures
2. On the R command pull the front stake to football.
Foul Procedures
1. In Pre-Game, discuss how the R wants you to enforce penalty yardage on fouls.
2. Stand with the R to be sure the penalty options are given correctly.
Between Quarters
1. Record the down and distance, position of ball and the team in possession.
2. Make sure the ball is spotted correctly to start the new quarter.
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Scrimmage Kick
1. Count the kickers and verify with the R.
2. Your position will be in the kickers back field – opposite the referee.
3. You will line up approx. 10-yds from the LOS – even with the farthest
lineman/tight end on your side. It is important that you are aware of the punters
position as not to impede his actions.
4. View the lineman and know numbering exceptions. Tell the receiving team lineman
“DO NOT HIT THE SNAPPER.”
5. You must be in a good position to see the football entirely. Watch action of and on
the SNAPPER.
6. Your responsibility is for line play from snap, until the ball is punted and linemen
release downfield. Under normal circumstances, you have NO responsibility for the
Punter – line play is your priority.
7. Should there be a “bad” snap, you will follow the punter/ball into the backfield and
bracket the play with the R.
8. Once the linemen have released down field, you must follow and trail the play. Once
it is clear there will be a return, find a place to come set and officiate the play as it
comes toward you. You do not have responsibility for the goal-line.
9. Keep a wide “inside out” view. Watch for illegal acts by both the receiving and
kicking teams.
10. Be very aware of safety fouls.
11. When the ball becomes dead, move in that direction to clean-up and after all is
clear, get a new ball from the BJ or Flank official.
12. Once you have placed the ball at the spot, remain with it until released by the R.
13. Looking for a new ball is the last thing you should be concerned with; Dead Ball
Officiating is a Must.
Field Goal and TRY
1. Verify count with the R.
2. At the snap you watch the snapper and any infractions that are committed.
3. In case of a fake/broken play if there is a running play to the open side of the field try
to get to the goal line to help rule on a potential score.
4. IF A TEAM IS GOING FOR A TWO POINT TRY, LINE UP IN YOUR NORMAL
POSITION.
Swinging Gate:
1. As the formation changes, you will move from the ball out to the “gate” and observe
line play.
2. Should the formation return for a kick, you will fall back and assist under the
goal post. Keep a strong eye on the ball and players.
Additional Items
1. Officiate at the point of attack and be sure that the foul has an effect on the play.
2. There is a lot of judgment involved in the calls that you have to make. Many times,
your best call will be a no call.
3. It is important that you pick up and signal all - Out of Bounds, Incomplete Passes,
etc. Often your signals in the middle are the only one seen, especially by the R who
is not looking downfield on passes. Also communicate results of plays to the R.
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2018 LOS POSITION GUIDE
Pre-Game Conference/Duties
1. Both, arrive no less than 90 minutes prior to start of the game.
2. Both, respond back to Referee’s email during the week.
3. Both, be Professional.
a) Dress appropriately when arriving at the game site.
b) Show respect for the school’s program and our association.
c) Remember perception is important.
4. Both, play a role and provide feedback during the pre-game conference.
On Field Pre-Game Duties
1. The HL will meet with Chain Crew and ball persons.
a) The Chain Crew shall meet with the HL on the sideline opposite the press box at
least 15 minutes before game time.
b) The HL shall make certain that the chains and the official down box have been
placed opposite the press box or the designated sideline and that all are in good
working order.
c) The Chain Crew must refrain from showing any partisan reaction to the events
taking place on the playing field. The Chain Crew must be prepared to act
immediately on taking instructions from the HL so that teams will know the exact
situation concerning the down and yards to be gained. The Chain Crew shall not
move or change the number of the down until signaled to do so by the HL.
d) On the HL signal, the Chain Crew must move as quickly as possible to the next
position.
e) When a runner or pass receiver is going out of bounds in the immediate vicinity,
the involved Chain Crew member is to move quickly, drop the marker and move
away from the sideline keeping his eye on the spot of the marker. The Chain
Crew member away from the play should hold his position if possible.
f) The HL will set the spot (with his heel) of all first downs by going to the sidelines
and marking, while facing the field, the exact spot where the rear stake will be
set. The front crew member will then be sure the chain is fully extended before
setting his stake.
g) The Down-Box Operator is to show the number of the down just completed and
shall not indicate the new down until so notified. On instruction, the Down-Box
Operator will move the down marker to a new position with the marker placed at
the forward point of the ball and change the marker to the correct down.
h) On all measurements for first down when the chain is moved onto the field, the
Down-Box Operator is to place his marker at/off the spot of the front rod until a
new series of downs is declared or the chain is returned to its previous position.
i) The Down-Box Operator should be aware of any penalty markers.
• If the game is delayed for any reason, the Chain Crew will stay with the
officials.
• Operating the equipment outside and within 6 feet of the sideline is for the
protection of players, coaches and all persons who are part of the game.
2. The LJ will instruct ball personnel on their sideline.
3. Both, introduce yourself to your Head Coach prior to start of the game.
4. Familiarize yourself with both teams during pre-game warm-up and be involved with
their snaps.
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Coin Toss Procedures
1. Make sure the team captains and teams are on the field at the appropriate time.
Escort captains to middle of the field; make sure you stop once you have reached
the bottom of the numbers which is the nine yard mark. If the HL needs assistance
due to Chain Crew responsibilities, ask the BJ to assist.
2. After the toss, all officials will meet in the middle of the field, record results, then jog
to their specific kickoff positions.
Time Out Procedures
1. HL - stay with team or Chain Crew near the sideline, inside nine-yard markers and
away from team huddle.
2. LJ – stay with team near their sideline, inside nine-yard markers and away from
team huddle.
3. THIS IS NOT A TIME TO TALK WITH OTHER OFFICIALS, UNLESS THERE IS
SOMETHING IMPORTANT TO DISCUSS. ABSOLUTELY NO B.S. DURING TIME
OUTS.
Measurement Procedures
1. HEAD LINESMAN
a) To measure, instruct box person to place box at the forward stake.
b) Ensure the clip is on the proper five-yard line and securely fastened to the chain.
c) While holding the clip, jog onto the field with the Chain Crew and place the clip at
the spot on the field indicated by the R.
d) If it is a first down, drop the clip, move to sideline and mark the spot. If it is not a
first down, return clip to the correct spot on sideline.
e) If there is a possibility that the down may be replayed due to an inadvertent
whistle or when penalty enforcement is involved, the box shall remain at the
previous spot.
2. LINE JUDGE
a) Alert the R to plays ending close to first downs.
b) BE VOCAL. Let the R know Close, Close, Close or that you have a First Down.
The R will stop the clock if a measurement is required.
c) Clear area of players so chains can be brought in unhindered.
d) If a measurement is needed mark the spot for the HL to place the clip with your
foot in line with the tail of the football.
e) Stop the clock on obvious first downs, then alert the R.
Foul Procedures
Both
1. Do not pick up or move any flags until foul has been enforced.
2. Make certain that down box and chains are not moved until penalty is enforced.
3. If player is disqualified, the official making the call will be accompanied by the R
to the disqualified player’s sideline to report to the coach the ejection and reason
for ejection. If the R is the official making the call, the R will be accompanied by
the respective flank on the disqualified player’s sideline.
4. LOS Official closest to the penalty flag will cover the flag to make certain it is not
moved.
5. Give a preliminary signal whenever possible. The goal is to enforce the penalty
as quick as possible.
6. HL will walk off penalty with U and LJ will verify they walked off correct yardage.
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FREE KICKS
ALWAYS BE READY FOR SHORT/ON-SIDE AND/OR POOCH KICK
Head Linesman
1. Go to your position, opposite the press box, on the receiving team’s
restraining line at the sideline. Have your team on the field within one minute
following a score. Be in the vicinity of the huddle to bring the team out.
2. Count the receiving team (use eyes not finger’s). Signal accordingly for less
than/greater than/or equal to 11 players.
3. Hold the bean bag in your hand. Anticipate first touching.
4. Provide the ready signal only when the team count is correct, the receiving team
is in position, the sideline is clear, you are ready and the BJ signals he is ready.
Be ready before the whistle
Line Judge
1. Go to your position, press box side, on the receiving team’s restraining line at
the sideline. Have your team on the field within one minute following a score. Be
in the vicinity of the huddle to bring the team out.
2. Count the kicking team (use eyes not finger’s). Signal accordingly for less
than/greater than/or equal to 11 players. Confirm with BJ.
3. Hold bean bag in hand. Anticipate first touching
4. Provide ready signal only when count is correct, kicking team is in position,
sideline is clear, you are ready, and the BJ signals he is ready. Be ready before
the whistle
Both
1. Identify your keys, which are the nearest four players of the kicking team.
2. Watch the receiver’s restraining line for encroachment by receiving team.
3. Quickly check the direction of the ball (short, long, left, or right). If it is a short
kick, look for first touching by kicking team and use your bean bag as needed.
On a kick out of bounds, throw flag to the out of bounds spot. If the team on your
sideline is the offended team, get the enforcement choice from the coach and
advise the R.
4. Drift to the R40 watching play in front of the runner. Assume coverage of the
runner and determine progress after the runner reaches the R30. You have
progress to the goal line.
5. On plays to the opposite side, mirror LJ movement downfield. With wide vision,
watch blocking and look for illegal acts. Use cross-field mechanics where
appropriate.
6. When the runner is downed in your coverage zone, stop the clock. Place the ball
at your feet until the incoming ball is spotted. Duplicate other official’s signals if
play does not end in your coverage zone.
7. On anticipated short free kicks (during onside kick), when the ball is kicked
to your side of the field, you have primary responsibility for the ball. Be
prepared to rule on whether the ball has advanced beyond R’s restraining
line and team possession at the end of the play.
8. On anticipated short free kicks, when the ball is kicked away, take a wide view
and assist with backside blocks.
9. You are responsible for the runner and action in front of the runner when plays
are coming to you.
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10. Your responsibility when the runner goes to the opposite side of the field is clean
up and safety related fouls.
SCRIMMAGE PLAY
Head Linesman and Line Judge
Acknowledge that the R has 11 players on offense. Read the offensive formation and
know your eligible receiver responsibilities. Be alert for obvious movement of restricted
linemen, especially Tackles on your side and be prepared to help with other linemen
who are not detected by other officials. Watch for illegal formations, including
encroachment prior to the snap and false starts by the Tackle and players outside the
Tackle on your side. Indicate the offensive line of scrimmage by extended foot, then
take final position straddling the neutral zone. If a player goes in motion, observe them if
they are on your side of the ball (direction of the motion does not matter) to ensure the
motion is legal. That does not relieve the opposite official from making an obvious call.
The basic starting position is just outside the sideline and on the line of scrimmage. The
width varies depending on the game situation (on short yardage plays, the HL and LJ
may choose to pinch the ends; however, at no time should you allow players to line up
behind you. The LJ or HL assist the R regarding the status of the game clock as
needed.
Running Play
Head Linesman and Line Judge:
Observe the initial action on or by the offensive player who is your key, especially if he
is pressed. Observe the blocking in front of the runner behind the line of scrimmage on
runs to your side or in the neutral zone. Determine forward progress when necessary.
When the flow of play is away from your position, clean up action behind the play.
Passing Play
Head Linesman and Line Judge:
The basic responsibility for preliminary action on the line is the same as during a
running play. When you read a forward pass, your primary responsibility is to your
receiver, so be prepared to move downfield along the sideline at a pace that allows you
to stay in control and maintain focus on your keys. This could be quickly, more slowly or
not at all depending on how the play develops and the pace and routes of the receivers.
Keep in mind that you can still maintain coverage of your key even if reading the play
would position you closer to the line of scrimmage. Movement should be deliberate and
with purpose and avoid any preset distance that you feel you should always achieve.
Rarely will your drift be more than ten yards downfield prior to the pass being thrown;
however, that could be extended in certain situations such as the long pass at the end
of a half to the end zone, or fourth and long when all receivers are going a greater
distance. Note: The drift should only take place if your key takes you downfield. For
example, if your key stays in to block, you should not move downfield. If your key does
move downfield, do not advance beyond him. Once the pass is thrown, especially if
thrown in your area of responsibility, reducing movement while the ball is in the air will
improve your ability to see the play more accurately.
If your receiver is not threatened, assist with the tackle on your side or other receivers in
the 0 to ten yard belt if they are threatened. You are responsible for covering pass
receptions in the area between the line of scrimmage, from your sideline to the closest
hash mark. If the pass is thrown out of your area, observe the action of players other
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than the pass receiver after you have observed the pass being caught, intercepted or
incomplete. The offside line of scrimmage official has primary responsibility for
ineligibles downfield. When a pass is thrown to your side of the field, be prepared to rule
on whether the pass is forward or backward behind the line of scrimmage. Also, be
prepared to punch either forward or backwards when ruling on this play.
Scrimmage Kick
Both
1. Take your basic position and officiate as on a scrimmage play
2. Count the team on your sideline and look for confirmation from R and or BJ that
he has eleven players, depending on whether the team on your sideline is K or
R.
3. View formation to see that they have at least seven (7) players on the line of
scrimmage.
4. View the position of the outside kicking team players. Know who is eligible to
catch a pass.
5. Look to see that the ball has been kicked and quickly see where the ball is
headed (i.e. short, long, right, left). DID THE BALL CROSS THE LINE OF
SCRIMMAGE, HIT THE GROUND OR A PLAYER?
6. Normal Kick – View the blocking and action around the kicking team’s eligible
players (the widest players on your side) and view line action until the ball clears.
After the ball has crossed the line of scrimmage, quickly release down the field
and parallel the play from the outside with wide vision. Continue to watch the
action as the players and ball move toward the receiver. Observe blocking down
the field and in front of the runner. Mark first touching with a bean bag.
7. Bad Snap – When there is a bad snap on a scrimmage kick and the play goes
deep into the backfield, the flank facing the Referee will follow the ball back and
bracket the ball with the R.
8. Kick Out of Bounds – Medium to short kicks going out of bounds on the
bounce, you are responsible for your side of the field.
Field Goal and TRY
THE FLANK OFFICIAL FACING THE REFEREE WILL STAY ON THE LOS. THE
OTHER FLANK OFFICIAL WILL BE UNDER THE GOAL POST WITH THE BACK
JUDGE
•

Under Goal Post
1. As the ball arrives at the goal post, step-up and look straight-up to determine if
the ball was kicked between the uprights and not directly over the goal post.
2. Verbally communicate with the BJ as to the success or failure of the kick.
3. On fake plays, be ready to cover passes or runs as usual. You are responsible
for the goal line and sideline

•

On LOS
1. After the snap, observe the legality of the blocks of the backs protecting the kick
2. You are responsible for the goal line plane.
3. If it is a pass, observe any illegal lineman downfield. This is your responsibility
along with the umpire.
4. If a field goal is blocked, you are responsible in determining if the kick crossed
the neutral zone or the goal line and where it is recovered and by whom.
5. After the kick, hustle in to the hash to dead ball officiate.
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• Swinging Gate
When a team comes out in a swinging gate formation, you will stay on the LOS the
entire play. No matter if they shift back to a Try formation
1.
2.
3.

4.

Goal Line Procedures
Don’t ever get beat to the Goal Line. That being said, don’t be in such a hurry on
a long play to the goal line that you miss a safety foul on your way down field.
From the Ten-Yard line going in, your first movement is to the goal line and you
must stay there until the play is over. Even if the line to gain is in question, STAY
ON THE GL.
When there is a close play at the goal line and you are pinching in to determine
the spot. You must ALWAYS pinch in the field of play and NEVER pinch in the
end zone. Once you’ve determined TD you may then step into the end zone and
signal.
When players are coming toward your pylon, step back as far as possible in
order to get the best look at the play.

Reverse Goal Line
1. From the Ten-Yard line going out, you need to communicate with the R who is
responsible for the GL.
2. From the Five-Yard line going out, your first move is to the GL and hold that
spot until the GL IS NO LONGER THREATENED.
3. Remember, when at all possible the ball carrier has made it out of the END
ZONE as opposed to the result of the play being a SAFETY.
Additional Items
1. Know where you are at on the field in relationship to the first down marker. HL,
eliminate using the winding the clock signal along with stopping clock after a first
down is gained.
2. Instruct the ball boys to get a ball to the closest official when one is needed from
your sideline. They don’t always have to look for you.
3. The goal is to get a ball down on the field and keep the pace of play rolling.
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2018 BACK JUDGE POSITION GUIDE
Week/Day Of The Game
Respond to all Referee communication leading up to the game.
Hydrate! Day before and day of the game.
Think about situations that could happen on the field and how you would work it.
How would you communicate what happened to the R?
Make sure all uniform items are clean, pressed and packed. Remember you need a
watch, two beanbags and two down indicators.
6. Arrive at dressing room 90 minutes before kickoff. Notify the R if you’re going to be
late.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pre-Game Conference/Duties
1. Put your phone away.
2. Ask the R what time he wants to leave the locker room. Give updates 10 min before
and again 5 min before departure.
3. Be engaged in the conversation. Be ready to discuss your position and how you
work it.
4. Start to gently stretch and move around.
5. Ask the R if he has a coin before leaving locker room.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

On Field Pre-Game Duties
Speak with clock operator usually up in the press box. Set clock so there will be 0:00
at scheduled kickoff time.
Jog/walk the field. Check the pylons.
Remember to stretch.
Introduce yourself to both the chain crew and ball personnel and thank them.
Introduce yourself to both head coaches if possible. Speak with band director about
national anthem time if possible.
If a team is running offensive plays, get some practice reps.
If teams leave the field, find out what locker room the visiting team is in. What time
should you leave to get captains?
Coin Toss Procedures
Have the visiting captains on the sideline for the coin toss before 3:00 minutes.
Walk the captains to the center of the field, but then you stop at the numbers.
Have a kicking ball in hand for the kickoff.
Record the result of the coin toss.
Jog to center of the field with the rest of the crew.
FREE KICKS

ALWAYS BE READY FOR SHORT/ON-SIDE AND/OR POOCH KICK

1. Hand the ball to the kicker. Instruct him to wait for the R whistle before he kicks the
ball.
2. Count the kicking team and verify with the LJ. Do not let play start with more or
less than 11 kicking team players.
3. Hustle to the sideline opposite the press box on the kicking teams restraining line.
4. Raise your hand above your head indicating to the R that you are ready.
5. Always anticipate an onside kick, don't get caught by surprise.
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6. Know if kicking team was offside and if anyone other than the kicker is beyond 5
yards from his restraining line. All fouls are dead ball!
7. Know if the ball was kicked in the air or directly into the ground.
8. Once the ball is kicked, loop in to the numbers and 10-15 yards up-field. Observe for
fouls in the middle of the field and against the kicker within the first 5 yards.
9. After the kickoff, run in to assist getting the kicking team’s ball out to the proper
sideline.
10. On long returns, you have goal line responsibility. Stop at the goal line. Signal TD
and turn with the runner. Watch for unsportsmanlike fouls.
11. If there is a penalty that involves a re-kick, you give the appropriate signal and
enforces the required yardage.
SCRIMMAGE PLAY

Pre-Snap
1. Once previous play ends, dead ball officiating is priority. Let colors separate.
2. Check the game clock. Should the clock be running/stopped?
3. Get back in position. Middle of the field 20-25 yards beyond line of scrimmage.
4. Change indicators, if needed.
5. When the R blows the whistle for ready for play, start your 25-second clock.
6. Count the defense and signal when you have 11. Do not let offense snap the ball
with 12 on the defense.
7. Know down and distance.
8. Identify the formation.
9. Always key the tight end and slot receivers. If trips formation, you have the two
inside receivers. If there is a four receiver set with two on each side then key the
inside receiver on the line judge’s side. If there is a motion, take a snap shot at the
snap to determine keys.
10. Start in an athletic stance. At the snap, take a few walking steps backwards. If it is a
run or quick pass, stop and observe action. If it is a pass, start in an easy backpedal
and adjust accordingly.
11. You have has goal line responsibility. Try not to get beat and do not over run the
goal line.
Running Play

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Switch attention to blocks ahead of the runner.
Block that will spring the runner has priority.
After the play become a great dead ball official.
On runs out of bounds and into the team area hustle over and escort players of the
opposing team back onto the field.
Passing Play
Watch for possible fouls involving your keys.
If it’s not a quick pass, switch to zone. You take the receiver running the middle
routes. Discuss with your Flanks in pregame about the switching of keys.
On deeper passes, keep your cushion. Watch for pass interference and defensive
holding fouls.
Only call the big ones that everybody can see.
Be alert for wide sweeps/reverses that end up being a pass play. Stay deep and
don’t get caught up too close.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Goal Line Plays
Give up the goal line at the 10-yard line.
If ball is snapped at 25-20 yard line, start on the goal line.
If ball is snapped 19-11 yard line, start in the middle of the end zone. Read the play.
Move to goal line or end line accordingly. On pass plays; you have no help on the
end line, so you have to be there.
Do not give the touchdown signal unless you see the ball in player possession break
the goal line.
On passing plays, do not switch off your key unless the play breaks down. Be aware
of possible pick plays.
On close plays, go slow before signaling. Make eye contact with your partner. In
pregame, discuss how you will communicate on the difficult plays.
Be aware of coaches calling timeouts when the Flank official or R is not close.
Momentum Exception: Be alert of momentum inside the five going in. Drop a
beanbag.

Scrimmage Kick
1. Take initial position 5 yards behind the punt receiver in the middle of the field. If
receiver is in the middle, go off his shoulder to either side.
2. Have a beanbag in hand to mark both first touching the end of the kick (for PSK
fouls).
3. Read the ball off the kicker's foot. If it's a deep kick between the hash marks, get in
position so you are 5-10 yards behind and 5-10 yards to side of the receiver and at a
45-degree angle looking in. Try and be set and not moving at the point of the catch.
4. Look for:
a) Fair catch signal (valid/invalid): Ball is dead when recovered by anyone on the
receiving team. Even if it’s after a muff.
b) Kick catch interference: Receiver needs opportunity to catch the kick. Receiver
has one yard directly in front. Does not need to be contact to have KCI.
c) First touching by the kicking team: Drop a beanbag at the spot. Receiving
team has the option to take the ball at that spot.
5. Once the ball is possessed by the receiving team, transition to blocks looking for
blocks in the back and holding.
6. Short kicks (20 yards or less) will be covered by the HL or LJ.
7. Deep kicks in the air out of bounds, run to the sideline. Raise your hand and look for
the R. Move up field until the R stops you on a big line.
8. Watch for illegal batting the ball by K. It is legal if batted backwards.
9. If the receiver lines up on the 10-yard line or in, start on the goal line.
10. The ball is dead if it breaks the plane of the goal line even if the receiving team muffs
it.
11. After the play, get a ball on the ground and point in the new direction we are going.
12. Pick up your beanbag or tell R the yard line it’s on.
13. Communicate to the R the result of the play.
14. Help get the old ball off the field.
Field Goal and TRY

1. Stand one yard directly behind the goal post. You will be on the opposite upright of
the flank official that looks at the back of the R.
2. Verbally confirm success or failure of the kick with opposite official. Then move
forward to the end line where you both simultaneously give the signal. Signal on
successful kicks for 3 seconds.
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3. Know what the time on the game clock is before all kicks. No time should come off
during PAT's
4. Hustle to get the kickoff started. Get a kicking ball from the ball personnel. Try to
help get the teams out as you run out to the center of the field.
5. On Short FG’s and PAT’s be aware of coaches calling timeouts when the Flank
official or R is not close.
Ø TRY/Field Goal
a) Blow your whistle when the ball becomes dead. On PAT’s ball becomes
dead soon as it touches kickers foot. On FG’s ball becomes dead when it
breaks the plane of the goal line. On missed FG’s short of the goal line the
ball remains live and is treated the same as a punt.
b) If a fake FG or try, stay on the end line as in any normal situation. You are
not responsible for the goal line.
Ø Swinging Gate

a) For a swinging gate formation, stay on the end line in the middle of the
field. If offense shifts in, take the upright opposite the U.
Timing
1. You are responsible for the 25-second clock. Early in the game, be more lenient.
Signal to the respective Flank, that the offense needs to get the play in faster.
Discuss in this in pregame. Late in a close game, your hand needs to go in the air at
20 seconds. The offense then has 5 seconds to avoid a delay of game penalty.
2. You are the primary eyes on the game clock. Get in the habit to look at the clock
after you are done dead ball officiating on every play.
3. Give clock status to R after every penalty. Use your second down indicator to keep
track of clock status.
4. Use 5/5 axiom; outside of 5 minutes more than 5 seconds needs to come off to
correct.
5. The LJ responsible for maintain the game clock on the field if scoreboard goes out.
End of a Period
1. Be conscious of the remaining time.
2. When time expires, sound your whistle only if ball is not live. Do not let the offense
snap the ball.
3. At end of first and third quarter, come together with the crew to write the yard line the
ball is on as well as down and distance. Check with the other officials. Jog to where
the ball will be placed to start the new quarter.
Penalties
1. Make all non-safety live ball fouls big and obvious.
2. If you have a penalty, let the play finish and continue to officiate.
3. Give a preliminary signal for pass interference, defensive holding, twelve on defense
and delay of game.
4. Report the penalty to the R the way he will announce it. Start with result of the play,
the foul, the team and then the player number.
5. If another official has a flag down, help cover his flag. Important if it is a spot foul.
6. Once the R finishes the penalty announcement, give him the clock status for the
next play. Cross your wrists at waist level to indicate on the snap. Twirl your index
finger at waist level for on the ready.
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Timeout Responsibilities
1. Record all timeouts on your game card.
2. You monitor the length of time all time outs. Notify the R at 45 seconds.
Measurement Responsibilities
3. On a measurement, hold the ball in place so it doesn't move. Squat or take a knee
with your back facing the defense’s goal line they are defending.
4. If ball is short and outside the hash marks, keep the ball on the ground until new ball
is in the correct spot.
Post Game
1. Discuss with crew plays from the game.
2. Self-reflect. What things did you feel you did well? What areas can you improve on?
3. Watch the game film if available.
Additional Items

1. Have great ball mechanics. Take the extra step and hit the guy in the chest. No balls
on the turf.
2. Be a great dead ball official. Talk to the players. Use your words and presence to
preventative officiate.
3. Be a Crew Saver. If something doesn't feel right, have the courage to stop the game
and discuss the potential mistake.
4. Always be in proper position. Know the mechanics. Proper positioning adds
credibility.
5. Hustle while on the field. Move with a purpose.
6. Have fun.
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